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Figure S1. Evolution of dust cover on the UV sensors of MSL with time. (Left) Sol 323

MAHLI image of the UVS, taken after the passage of the regional dust storm. The image shows,

in addition to the increased thickness of the dust that sticks to the magnetic rings, a thin cover

of dust on the window of each photodiode. This thin cover induces a systematic reduction in the

transmittance of the window. In the zoom in of the picture, different populations of dust grains

with various colors can clearly be seen and show a mixing of dust particles deposited. (Right)

Atmospheric opacity during the first 600 sols, comparison of the UV sensor and Mastcam derived

opacity. After sol 300 the UV sensor was partially degraded by the dust deposited on the field-

of-view of the photodiodes. The dust is strongly absorbing in the UV and a fine layer of a few

microns affects the transmittance of the window of the sensor, the reduced incident irradiance is

corrected by an offset of -0.35 and is shown by the light blue data points.
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Text S1.42

Figure S1 describes the deposition of dust particles on MSL and the effect of a re-43

gional dust storm detected by the Rover Environmental Monitoring Station (REMS) on-44

board MSL. After the passage of the regional dust storm, the thickness of the dust that45

sticks to the magnetic rings surrounding the REMS UV sensors has increased and a thin46

cover of dust can be seen on the window of each photodiode. On Figure S1.a, one can47

see the mixture of different populations of grains deposited over the sensor head, with48

large to small and dark to light-colored grains. This dust cover induces a systematic re-49

duction in the transmittance of the window since that event, which can be seen in the50

atmospheric opacity, τ , measured during the first 600 sols by the UV sensor and Mast-51

cam. After sol 300 the UV sensor was partially degraded by the dust deposited on the52
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field-of-view of the photodiodes. The dust is strongly absorbing in the UV and a fine layer53

of a few microns affects the transmittance of the window of the sensor, in this case re-54

ducing the incident irradiance. The UV sensor transmittance degradation factor is cal-55

culated by comparing the UV and MastCam in observations where the maximum UV56

diffuse irradiance is lower than 12% of the maximal global irradiance. For the example57

shown in Figure S1.b this provides an estimate to the transmittance degradation by an58

offset of -0.35. The data that are used as reference for recalibration (those with < 12%59

of diffuse irradiance) are marked in red.60

Figure S2. Radiance ratio slope between 500nm and 700nm in the VNIR passive spectra of

ChemCam CCCT 11 as a function of the time during the first 360 sols. The increase of this ratio

with time indicates continuous reddening of the rover surface on Mars due to dust deposition.
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Text S2.64

ChemCam passive spectroscopy can also be used to monitor dust deposition. In65

this case, the calibration is done by comparison with the CCCT 11 which is a flat and66

white rover surface area located between the CCCTs. Figure S2 illustrates the change67

in reflectance spectra of the calibration targets of ChemCam on-board MSL using the68

radiance ratio slope between 500nm and 700nm as a proxy for the spectral reddening.69

The radiance ratio increases with time indicating a reddening of the rover paint with time70

due to continuous deposition of eolian dust particles on its surface. The deposition rate71

on the rover turns out to be relatively linear, particularly between sols 200 and 360, when72

the rover was motionless.73
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Figure S3. a) ChemCam RMI image of fine dust covering the ChemCam calibration tar-

get plate on sol 30 (CR0 401485256EDR F0042002CCAM02045). Large particles visible on the

image (sizes around 100 microns) are mostly aggregated clumps of smaller size dust grains.

b-c-d) Set of three RMI images of the Titanium CCCT taken on sol 30, 69 seconds apart,

showing a 100 micron dust clump move on the surface of the target, shown by white arrows.

(CR0 400155651PRC F0040000CCAM03030; CR0 400155720PRC F0040000CCAM03030;

CR0 400155789PRC F0040000CCAM03030)
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Text S3.81

As shown in Figure S3, a cover of very small dust particles was already present on82

the ChemCam calibration target plate after 30 sols (martian days) on the surface of Mars.83

The pixel scale of the RMI at this distance (1.56 m) is about 33 µm, and the large dark84

clumps visible on the image are mostly aggregates of smaller dust-size particles. The fact85

that these particles are very easily mobilized by eolian processes is demonstrated by the86
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fact that we can follow such a clump of dust as it moves near the surface of the Tita-87

nium calibration target on sol 30. The black dot (highlighted by the white arrows on the88

images) is about 100 microns in size and moves by about 1 mm in 140 seconds, prob-89

ably under the influence of the wind.90

Figure S4. a. Set of 4 RMI images taken on sol 359 on the graphite CCCT 5 separated by

≈200 seconds each. The sequence of analysis by ChemCam was to take a first RMI image, then

do a 30-shot sequence with an RMI image after 1 shot, 5 shots and 30 shots respectively. The

radial motion of the dust particles covering the calibration target is clearly visible in the RMI im-

ages. (CR0 429357469EDR F0120000CCAM02359, CR0 429357673EDR F0120000CCAM02359,

CR0 429357961EDR F0120000CCAM02359, CR0 429358160EDR F0120000CCAM02359). b.

Difference images between the initial RMI image and the images (panel a) taken after 1 shot, 5

shots and 30 shots respectively. The central LIBS spot is clearly visible after the first shot and a

dust-cleaned central area about 1cm in diameter is clearly visible after 30 shots.
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Text S4.100

Figure S4a demonstrates in a different way the mobility of the dust deposited on101

the ChemCam calibration targets. The figure represents a sequence of active LIBS anal-102

yses on the graphite calibration target taken on sol 359. In that observation, the 30 shots103

that were typically taken in succession at 3 Hz were split into 3 sequences of 1, 4 and104

25 shots. An RMI image was taken before and after the first shot, after 5 shots and af-105
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ter 30 shots on the target. Because the previous LIBS measurements were taken on sol106

192, the initial scene represented a surface for which dust had a chance to deposit over107

167 sols. The motion of the dust particles mobilized by the expanding LIBS plasma shock-108

wave is clearly visible, with dust particles rippling away radially from the LIBS ablation109

spot. Figure S4b represents the differences between each image and the initial RMI taken110

before the analysis sequence, highlighting in color the effect of dust movement. The cen-111

tral LIBS spot is clearly visible and mostly cleared of dust after the first shot (diame-112

ter of ≈350 µm at 1.59 m). Then repetitive LIBS plasma expansions lead to a larger area113

of the CCCT5 being cleared of dust. After 30 shots on target, an area of about 1 cm di-114

ameter has been cleared of dust. This corresponds approximately to the maximum ex-115

pansion diameter of the LIBS plasma under Mars conditions as analyzed in the labora-116

tory.117

Figure S5. Plot of the variability of the first shot composition as a function of the underlying

target composition for the SiO2 and the FeO contents. The first shot composition is practically

independent of the underlying target composition. The horizontal line correspond to the median

value after outliers removal.
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Text S5.122

Figure S5 compares the first shot composition to the underlying target composi-123

tion for the SiO2 and the FeO contents. The first shot composition is practically inde-124
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pendent of the underlying target composition. Therefore, the first ChemCam shots probe125

a material which is different from any target analyzed on Mars and is clearly reproducible126

over time. The horizontal line correspond to the median value after outliers removal from127

the dataset. This median value gives the estimate of the composition of the dust.128

Text S6.135

Figure S6 compares the three ChemCam spectral ranges spectra from the dust (me-136

dian of the first shots over 1600 sols) and the median spectra for the Aeolis Palus soils137

and the Bagnold Dunes. The three spectra appear very similar for all major elements138

and also minors elements. This indicates possible relationships between the materials.139

Similarities, differences and their consequences are discussed in details in the main text140

of the manuscript.141

Text S7.147

Figures S7 compares the volatiles and minor elements contents between the me-148

dian dust spectrum, taken from the first shots analysis, and the median Aeolis Palus soils149

and Bagnold Dunes spectra. Picrite is a ChemCam calibration target depleted in volatiles150

and NAHS is a ChemCam calibration target depleted in Cr.151

Figures S7a and S7b demonstrate the presence of S and Cl in the dust spectrum,152

the soils and the sand dunes. These elements are notably difficult to detect with the LIBS153

technique and their limit of detection is at the level of several wt%. The fact that the154

lines start to be detected indicates their enhancement in the dust as compared to the155

typical local rocks analyzed at Gale crater. The Cl emission line appears weaker in the156

dust as compared to the soils and dunes. Figures S7c and S7d illustrate the hydrogen157

and lithium lines intensities which are at similar levels between the dust, the soils and158

the dunes. Finally, Figure S7e indicates a slight enrichment in the Cr content of the dust159

as compared to the soils and the dunes.160
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Figure S6. Comparison between the median LIBS spectra from the dust (median of the first

shots over 1600 sols) and the median spectra for the Aeolis Palus soils and the Bagnold Dunes.

The figure shows separately the three spectral ranges (a) UV; (b) VIO; (c) VNIR. The similar-

ity in composition between the different materials is obvious, with very few peaks presenting

detectable differences at this resolution. Elements represented by major emission lines in each

spectral range are annotated.
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Figure S7. Comparison in the volatile and minor elements content between the median

spectrum of the dust and the median spectra of Aeolis Palus soils and Bagnold dunes. Some

ChemCam calibration targets depleted in the elements are added to the plots for comparison

purposes. a. detection of the sulfur peaks in the dust; b. detection of the Cl peak in the dust;

and comparison of the hydrogen (c) of the Li (d) and of the Cr (e) line intensities.
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